
T.A.G its a review
Mrs Ras



The T.A.G 
Critic Method

*Remember the point of this is not to hurt the artists 
feeling but to help them and you see art techniques 

that work and maybe inspire you

Also if your art is being reviewed Remember it is not 
about you personally but your art!!!  

About the art!!!!

About the art!!!!

About the art!!!!



Below is an example of Using the T.A.G method 
to critic Artist Elizabeth St. Hilaire’s Lion

Tell her something you like about the artwork

Ex. I really enjoy the colors used, there really feel 
harmonious like they belong together

Ask a question about it (maybe how she did 
something, that you might want to replicate ie a 
technic) 

Ex. how did you (she) get the feeling of hair with cut 
paper?

Give her a suggestion about what she could 
improve on this peice

Ex maybe if the picture had some was zoomed out a little 
so that there was a bit of a background 



Use the T.A.G method 
to critic Artist Elizabeth 
St. Hilaire’s Lion

1. Tell her something 
you like about the 
artwork

2. Ask a question 
about it 

3. Give her a 
suggestion about 
what she could 
improve on this 
piece



Use the T.A.G method to critic 
this chicken

4. Tell her something you like 
about the artwork

5.Ask a question about it 

6.Give her a suggestion about 
what she could improve on this 
piece



Use the T.A.G method to critic Mrs. 
Ras’ Eagle (yes i am being the first 
sacrifice).  Remember this isn't 
personal but constructive… so you can 
not say i think it looks like poop 
because i hate mrs ras… you can say i 
don’t think the colors work well 
together suggest trying blue instead of 
a purple background.

7. Tell her something you like about 
the artwork

8.Ask a question about it 

9.Give her a suggestion about what 
she could improve on this piece


